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Do you like the layout of the report ? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count  

Yes 100.0% 48 

No 0.0% 0 

answered question 48 
skipped question 4 

 
 

Does it contain the right information ? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count  

Yes 100.0% 44 

No 0.0% 0 

answered question 44 
skipped question 8 

 
 

Is there any information that you would like to see in the report ? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count  

Yes 10.3% 3 

No 89.7% 26 

answered question 29 
skipped question 23 

 
 

Listed below are all comments taken from the 52 responses received :- 

 Percentages are helpful but, eg Pg15 "How Each £1 Was Spent 2013/14" doesn't give an 
expenditure total. I know the Annual Report has income/expenditure think this data should be 
included in the Annual Charter Report. 

 I think this is a good thing as the tenants know what is going on in their area. 

 I am trying to take all the information given to try and be a more helpful tenant, I've not been too 
well so it’s taking me time to understand all the information. 

 A lot of good information, very well put together. 

 The staff are extremely helpful and are working harder. 

 I'm pleased how you keep us informed about everything. 

 Regardless of tenant input, rents will increase as much as you need them to. 

 Information is very interesting and helpful. 

Yes 

100% 

Yes 

100% 
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 Do you not get EU loans to help build new homes ? 

 Communication helpful. 

 The contractors carrying out the grass cutting this year are very good, a lot better than previous 
contractors. The only thing (and it's nobody's fault) is the road into the complex gets very mucky 
and the wind blows lots of rubbish etc - have asked if every now and again it could be brushed as it 
gets a bit of an eyesore. 

 All information received from the Association is good. 

 Whilst Impressed by the amount of tenants paying rent on time, concerned about what %age of this 
is in actual fact Housing Benefit paid direct to us and what the impact would be when Housing 
Benefit is paid direct to the tenant, who is then responsible for paying rent to the Association (what's 
the priority if a mother needs to buy essentials for her children - rent or shoes for the children!!). 

 Haven't yet received the ARC but look forward to receiving newsletters and like to read everything 
we send.  (additional copy of the ARC posted to tenant) 

 A bit concerned that producing such a lovely shiny booklet for all the tenants would cost a lot of 
money and maybe doesn't need to be as flashy. 

 ARC was very good and the layout easy to read. 

 ARC has excellent information and is a good layout, as is all the information provided. 

 Liked layout, contains the right information, cannot think of any other information it needs.  (tenant 
could not really remember the report) 

 Preferred the previous report which provided details on the schedule of planned maintenance. 

 Liked the publication - always enjoy receiving and reading the annual report.  NLC (had a tenancy 
with them years ago) provide very little information - think it’s great how the Association keeps 
tenants up to date and shares information. Assistance/support received is always good when 
contacting the office for repairs etc. The Association's housing and areas are nice and tidy, great 
grass cutting/repairs etc. Am absolutely thrilled / delighted. 

 Very happy to receive information on the Association as it's good to keep up to date. 

 Not much time to read content but thought it looked good. 

 Did have a look through it and found it interesting, although not read it in depth as aware that some 
parts were primarily for tenants (eg repairs performance). 

 Found it interesting and a good thing to publish. 

 Did look through document, although not in depth yet as been busy. 

 Am a frequent website user and generally read the stuff we send out. 

 All information received is good. 

 Can do more work to swing-parks. 

 Would like to see included in the ARC the names of the Board Members and those elected at the 
previous AGM. 

 Easy to understand. 

 Information spot on - got everything you can think of. 
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 It had good information. 

 Covered everything. 

 Excellent. 

 Lots of useful information and it is really quite good. 

 Thought it provided good information. 

 Found it interesting. 

 Thought information useful. 

 Found it useful and informative. 

 Had good information. 

 Plenty of information. 

 Excellent. 

 Okay. 

 The information is fine. 

 Very good. 

 I like the layout of the report. 

 Okay. 

 The report was very helpful. 

 Very good layout. 

 Very well laid out, good presentation.  Laid out in a way that older people can understand it easily. 

 Pages with white background and print were okay to read. Thought layout was okay. 

 Use of pie charts in the ARC is wrong as pie charts reflect information adding to 100% - Bar Charts 
would be a better use as they do not need to add up to 100%.  Visual artwork good. 

 Good information and layout. 

 Layout easy to read. 

 Good layout. 

 Found the print easy to read, the black on white was really clear but find difficulty in reading 
colours. 

 Looks really good / very professional / easy to read. 

 Okay, easy to read (although hadn't read all the content). 

 Really impressed with the publication and was very easy to read. 

 Well laid out. 

 Thought layout was good. 

 Think information and layout is pretty good and concise. 

 Pages with white background and black print were okay - thought layout was okay. 

 The ARC looks good. 
 


